
FIBERGLASS REPLACEMENT 

WINDOWS AND DOORS



INFINITY ® FROM MARVIN

Since the late 1930s, Marvin 

has been creating windows and

doors of superior quality with a

human touch. The company has

earned a reputation for fine

craftsmanship, using only quality

materials to build windows and

doors that are beautiful and long-

lasting. Recognizing a need for

non-wood replacement windows 

for discerning homeowners like

you, Marvin presents Infinity, a

revolutionary line of replacement

products developed with the

expertise of an industry leader.

Your home is where your heart is. Whether you’ve lived in your house for

three years or thirty years, you treasure the warmth, charm and comfort of

your home. When windows show their age, there’s no question you want the

highest quality, most durable replacement windows available. You also want

the window replacement process to be fast and hassle free. Marvin Windows

and Doors—the name synonymous with quality, reliability, tradition and

excellence—sets the industry standard by bringing you the Infinity from

Marvin brand of replacement windows.

The style and performance of Infinity windows and doors are steeped in

Marvin’s decades of design and engineering experience. And Infinity windows

are made completely of Ultrex®—a pultruded fiberglass material that is

superior to other window materials in virtually every category.

Infinity’s Warranty,
A lifetime commitment to you and your home

Attractive, durable, low-maintenance and professionally installed. This

combination gives us the confidence to offer you the peace of mind that

comes with a Limited Lifetime Warranty. This warranty reflects Infinity’s

commitment to superior engineering and craftsmanship dedicated to you and

your home. The Infinity Limited Lifetime Warranty is our pledge to you that

we will stand behind our products for as long as you own them. For full

warranty details, see www.infinitywindows.com.

What could be simpler?
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So relax. 
"Knowing that our replacement windows were backed by Marvin

definitely put our minds at ease, and our Infinity® retailer handled
the entire process for us from start to finish. It was truly hassle-free."

– Lee & Ray D.
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You’re doing your homework—comparing replacement window features

and benefits. We think when you’re done, you’ll find that Infinity ® from

Marvin replacement windows are the only choice for the home you love.

The advantages are clear—strength, durability, low maintenance, ease of

operation, and classic beauty. 

What could be stronger?

ULTREX® FIBERGLASS 

IS 8X STRONGER 

THAN VINYL!

Don’t worry. Ultrex can take

whatever mother nature dishes out

because it’s pultruded fiberglass, a

material used in products where

strength and durability are required.

In fact, fiberglass is such a solid,

long-lasting material that it’s trusted

for use in bridge construction. 

Vinyl

Ultrex Fiberglass
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You may never think about windows again.

Infinity windows are made from Ultrex® fiberglass, inside and out. Marvin

has nearly two decades of experience creating window and door products

made with this strong fiberglass material. The reason we chose it for Infinity

windows is simple: fiberglass is superior to other window materials in 

virtually every category. 

Made with strong cables of glass that are saturated with specially

compounded resins, Ultrex is durable, non-corrosive, has low thermal

conductivity, and is low-maintenance. The superior strength of Ultrex

fiberglass allows the window frame profile to be narrower than those with

frames made of vinyl or wood, giving you more visible glass area. And no

matter how extreme the temperatures get in your region of the country,

Ultrex stays square and true.

34,000 psi
tensile

33,000 psi
tensile

ULTREX 
FIBERGLASS STEEL

square represents one square inch of material

STRONG AS STEEL

For windows, the strength of 

Ultrex fiberglass means less

material movement for better seals

and long-lasting windows. Tough,

dependable, non-corrosive, 

non-brittle and low-maintenance,

Ultrex is the last word in

replacement windows. 

Strengthen your view

Take a second look at Infinity’s tough, narrow frame made of Ultrex

fiberglass. The Ultrex advantage allows for more glass area than other

replacement windows giving you more daylight and better views. 

The view through vinyl 
replacement windows

The view through Infinity
replacement windows
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STREAKS AND CRACKS? 

Over time, vinyl will show its age.

Spots, streaks and cracks can

appear, and once they do, there

isn’t much you can do to help.

Ultrex® fiberglass stands up to the

elements and keeps windows

looking great for years.

Low maintenance

Because our windows can stand up to the elements, they continue to 

look beautiful and perform long after other windows have lost their luster.

Once Infinity windows are installed, there is virtually nothing left for you to

do except enjoy the view—you never need to sand, scrape or paint Ultrex®

fiberglass. The result is a replacement window that will stand the test of

time, giving you more time to do the things you enjoy. Only Ultrex makes

this possible. 

Standing up under pressure

Scorching summer heat or freezing winter temperatures—wherever you

live, whatever the climate, Infinity® from Marvin replacement windows 

are outstanding performers. Infinity windows are rated to a performance

level of DP30*, which is a measure of the amount of pressure a window or

door is designed to withstand when closed and locked. A DP30 rating**

requires independent testing to demonstrate strength. (standing up to 45

pounds of pressure per square foot, which is equivalent to the pressure created

by 132 mph winds) and watertight (withstanding water penetration when

exposed to the equivalent of 8" of rain per hour driven by 42 mph winds).

What could be tougher?

*Based on unit size
**For more information about NFRC
performance rating standards, see
www.nfrc.org.

TRUE STRENGTH
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The superior strength  
characteristics  

of Ultrex help keep  
it square and true  

under all conditions. 
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LOW THERMAL EXPANSION MEANS A STRONGER SEAL

Ultrex® fiberglass stability 

Ultrex is an ideal material for windows not only for its amazing strength 

and ability to repel the elements, but also for its low thermal expansion rate.

Cold, heat and time can be tough on some window materials. Vinyl, for

instance, can distort in extreme heat due to its high thermal expansion rate 

(see chart above). Ultrex resists distortion even at temperatures up to 350˚F.

Rapid temperature change doesn’t faze it either. When the mercury climbed

from -30˚F to 70˚F, a 6' stile changed less than 1/32" in length! 
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Ultrex and glass expand at virtually  
the same minimal rate, which means  
the entire window will stay tightly  
sealed—no cracks in the material  
or leakage around the glass. 

Nothing
holds true
like Ultrex
fiberglass
from 350˚F

to -30˚F



THE BEAUTY OF WOOD

The look, the warmth, the color

Introducing EverWood, our revolutionary interior wood grain finish that

looks, feels, paints and stains like wood, yet is completely low maintenance for

years of lasting beauty. Its natural appearance beautifully complements any

interior woodwork in your home. Now you can enjoy all the benefits of wood

in a superior, low-maintenance replacement window by Infinity from Marvin.

Natural Wood Interior

EverWood Interior

Can you tell
the difference?

EverWood ® Engineered Finish 

What could be smarter?
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ULTRA-DURABLE PERFORMANCE

Solid window, strong finish, low maintenance

Long-lasting EverWood® is made from an inorganic material, and it won’t

absorb moisture or decay over time. There’s virtually no warping, discoloration,

material degradation, expansion, or contraction, just remarkably reliable

performance and lasting beauty year after year. EverWood is only available on

our strong, durable Ultrex® fiberglass replacement windows. Together,

EverWood and Ultrex offer unmatched strength, beauty and reliability.

Stains like wood 

EverWood, the remarkable engineered wood grain finish by Infinity® from

Marvin, is easy to stain in just a few, simple steps. It takes stain like wood,

and thanks to its extreme durability, you’ll enjoy the rich, natural look of

wood for years to come.

Mahogany Stain 
on EverWood 

Mahogany Stain on
Natural Wood

Chestnut Dark Maple Dark Cherry Mahogany Rosewood Walnut
Oak Maple

STAIN TO MATCH

Your home, your style, your décor

From maple to mahogany, EverWood lets you match nearly any wood color

with ease. EverWood samples, provided with every window, make it easy to

test for the right stain match. Now you can perfectly complement your

home’s existing woodwork with the warmth and beauty of EverWood.
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EverWood is now available on

Casement and Awning screens.

Have the look of wood-framed

screens stained to match your

interior trim, without the

maintenance of wood!



What could be better?
Energy efficiency
Ultrex® fiberglass is far less thermally conductive than aluminum (500x less!)

and insulates much like wood and PVC. This means that Ultrex provides

an insulated barrier against extreme weather temperatures, keeping your

home comfortable, and helping to reduce heating and cooling costs. As

proof, Infinity products have one of the highest performance ratings from

the National Fenestration Rating Council (NFRC), the organization that

defines energy performance ratings for the window and door industry. 

Glazing Options

We know how important energy efficiency is, and our standard LoE2

glazings are a simple means of maximizing your home's thermal efficiency.

LoE2 reflects heat back to its source so summer heat is reflected outdoors

and winter indoor heating is retained. At the same time, 84% of the sun's

UV rays are screened to reduce fading and damage to upholstery and

carpets. Argon gas and a warm edge spacer are also standard features.* It all

adds up to enhanced performance and long-term savings for you. 

Our optional LoE3-366 glass provides increased performance, especially in

high sun exposure locations. This top-performance glass is formulated to

reject solar heat while letting light in. With LoE3-366 glass, light and

visibility are maximized, 95% of the sun's damaging UV rays are blocked,

and most importantly, you and your home stay cool and comfortable year

round.

Built Green

In addition to building products that are long lasting and highly

energy efficient, our construction materials are kind to the

planet as well. Ultrex fiberglass is made of partially recycled

material, and the main ingredient of Ultrex fiberglass is silica

sand, an abundant natural resource. The glass in our products contains

15% - 33% recycled content. Additionally, Ultrex requires 39% less energy

to produce than vinyl and uses no water in the process.

ABOUT ENERGY STAR**

9 *Exceptions are made for high elevation applications.

**For more information on ENERGY STAR, visit www.energystar.gov 

ENERGY STAR is a joint program

of the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency and the U.S.

Department of Energy helping us

all save money and protect the

environment through energy

efficient products and practices.

Installing ENERGY STAR qualified

windows lowers energy bills and

saves you money. With more

efficient windows, you also use

less energy, which reduces

greenhouse gas emissions from

power plants. All Infinity windows

and doors meet or exceed

ENERGY STAR requirements in

every climate region of the US, so

you can be confident that you'll

improve your home's energy

efficiency. Feel your carbon

footprint shrinking?

–

–

–

–



With Infinity® from Marvin, there is no such thing as a minor detail. We pay close

attention to every aspect of our windows. So choose an option that complements

the personality of your home. We’ll take care of the details. 

Grilles-Between-the-Glass

Infinity windows are available with the grille bars between the panes of glass.

Grille bars facing the exterior match the window exterior color, and grille

bars facing the interior are available in Stone White, Sierra, Satin Taupe and

Bronze. Grilles-Between-the-Glass combine easy glass cleaning with the

stunning detail of a grille pattern. It’s the best of both worlds.

Simulated-Divided-Lites

Choose Simulated-Divided-Lites for an authentic divided glass look. Simulated-

Divided-Lite bars are permanently adhered to the outside surfaces of the glass with

a spacer bar between the panes of glass. Exterior Simulated-Divided-Lite bars are

made of the same tough Ultrex® fiberglass used on all Infinity exteriors. Interior

bars are available in Stone White, Sierra or stainable EverWood® to match your

existing woodwork.

Divided Lite Patterns

Various divided lite patterns are available to replicate the look of your

original windows or to add architectural interest.

Better features and options 
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Grilles-Between-the-Glass

Simulated-Divided-Lites

Standard
Rectangular

Rectangular
1-High

Cottage
1-High

Cottage
1-High

Prairie – 9 Lite Prairie – 6 Lite Prairie – 6 Lite Prairie – 4 Lite

Additional divided lite patterns are available.

Standard
Rectangular

Standard
Rectangular



Sierra EverWood

GLAZING OPTIONS

Standard LoE2 and optional 

LoE3-366 glass are also offered

tempered, obscure 

and tempered obscure. 

More choices
Exterior color options

The exterior of Infinity windows come standard in Stone White, with Sierra,

Cashmere, Pebble Gray, Bahama Brown and Bronze available as options.

The Ultrex fiberglass exterior finish is virtually impermeable and helps

protect your windows from the effects of wind, weather, and time.

Interior color options

The interior of Infinity windows come standard in Stone White with

Sierra or EverWood® as options. EverWood, our unique engineered wood

grain finish provides the rich appearance of wood, yet is low-maintenance

for years of lasting beauty. Durable EverWood can be easily stained to

match the color of your home’s existing woodwork.
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Stone White Sierra Cashmere

Pebble Gray Bahama Brown Bronze

Stone White

Obscure glass for
added privacy

-

PAINT TO MATCH

You can paint Infinity®

products to match exterior

colors without affecting the

protective performance of

Ultrex® fiberglass.

-



Corner keys keep window units

square through delivery,

installation, and years in a home.

You won't find unsightly, messy

welded corners—we inject

adhesive sealant in the sash

corners for joints that are solid,

square, and weathertight.

FINISHING TOUCHES

Brick Mould Casing is available to

add a traditional look to the exterior. 

Screen Options

With just one glance through our Hi Transparency screen, you’ll be amazed at

what you see – and what you won’t. You will see a clearer, brighter view without

the distortion and haziness that are often experienced with traditional screens.

The tighter, finer mesh of the Hi Transparency screen provides a clearer view to

the outdoors so you can experience nature the way it was intended – from the

bright greens of spring to fall’s most vibrant colors.

Better ideas
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Standard ScreenHi Transparency Screen

Hardware Finishes

Customize the look of Infinity windows with a variety of hardware finish

options. Infinity windows come standard with the following hardware colors;

White interiors with White hardware, Sierra interiors with Sierra hardware

and EverWood® interiors with Satin Taupe hardware. Or, you can also choose

from Brass, Satin Nickel or Oil Rubbed Bronze as additional options.

White Brass Satin 
Nickel

Oil Rubbed 
Bronze

Satin TaupeSierra
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What could be easier?
When you purchase Infinity® from Marvin replacement windows, you get

an experience that is simple and hassle-free. Your existing windows will be

professionally measured and replacement windows custom-sized to your

home’s individual specifications. 

A no-hassle experience

Imagine going to work in the morning and returning in the evening to

beautiful new windows in your home and absolutely no mess inside or out.

Infinity from Marvin partners with experienced, local installing retailers who

are window experts and know what you need and expect.  

You’ll find authorized Infinity from Marvin installing retailers knowledgeable,

professional, easy to work with and concerned with your satisfaction. They

know our products and will help you choose the right windows and

options to meet your needs. Once you contact an installing retailer, here’s

what you can expect:

A thorough showroom or in-home presentation
Professional measuring of your existing windows
A complete project quote
Convenient installation scheduling
Professional installation from window experts
Removal of your old windows and clean-up of the area
The protection of our Infinity limited Lifetime Warranty

Perhaps best of all, with Infinity from Marvin, you only need one stop 

to make new windows in your home a reality. 

LIMITED LIFETIME

WARRANTY

When you purchase Infinity®

from Marvin products, you can

rest assured. The Infinity Limited

Lifetime Warranty is our pledge

to you that we will stand behind

our products for as long as you

own them. For full warranty details

on our limited lifetime warranty,

see www.infinitywindows.com.
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Two convenient replacement methods
Depending on the age and style of your home, Infinity® from Marvin offers 

two window replacement methods. Both methods are designed for maximum

efficiency and minimum disruption to your household.

Insert replacement

This replacement method is used when your existing window frames are in

good condition, but the sash need replacement. Our frame-in-frame insert

design is installed into your existing window frame with no disruption to

existing trim, interior walls or exterior siding. This method is fast, efficient

and economical, and there is no finishing required on your part.

Full-frame replacement

This installation method is appropriate when your entire window has

deteriorated and needs replacement or if you are looking for a totally new

window size, style, or appearance. With full-frame replacement, the entire

window (sash, frame, and casing) is removed and replaced.

Whatever your replacement needs, Infinity from Marvin has the solution.
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Double Hung
The smart replacement choice
You’ve heard it said, “Don’t work harder. Work smarter.” With old double

hung windows, you can work up a sweat just opening them and keeping

them open. The Infinity® Double Hung is the smart answer to a traditional

favorite. You’ll be amazed at its smooth, effortless operation. Quality 

hardware and advanced design result in a double hung that makes cleaning

so easy, you may actually have volunteers. Make the smart window choice

and your “window worries” will become a thing of the past. 

Easy tilt operation

Our Double Hung window is amazingly simple to operate, and both lower

and upper sash tilt with ease, without removing your screens. Our unique

tilt release button lets you tilt the lower sash using only one hand, so 

cleaning is easier than ever. 

Unlock and raise 
the sash slightly.

Press the tilt release
button and slide 
the lock lever over 
the button. 

Tilt the sash into 
the room for easy 
cleaning without 
screen removal.

With a matching picture 

unit available, the Infinity®

Double Hung provides 

a high performance 

replacement solution for 

every view in your home.

Sash of different proportions in one unit, commonly called Cottage Style

and Oriel Style, are also available, with all the tilting and performance

features of a regular Infinity Double Hung.
Cottage Style
Double Hung

Oriel Style
Double Hung
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"The fiberglass construction is why I chose Infinity®.
They're just so much stronger than vinyl and I

don't worry about maintenance. That's what a
replacement window is supposed to be."

– John E.

Rest assured.
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The Easy Wash® hinge
creates an opening for
easy cleaning from the
interior of your home.*

Available in a variety of multiple

assembly options

Casement 
and Awning

The Clear View® hinge
option keeps the sash
tight to the frame
allowing for maximum
visibility.*

A versatile, user-friendly replacement option
One word describes Infinity® from Marvin Casements and Awnings—easy.

They are easy to choose, easy to operate and easy to love. The Casement

(left or right hinged) and Awning (top hinged) combine beauty and

virtually effortless operation. The standard Easy Wash® hinge is just that—

a design that lets you easily clean the window both inside and out. The

optional Clear View® hinge provides for an optimal viewing area. Both

Casements and Awnings feature folding handles that tuck conveniently out

of the way of most window treatments and provide a clean, finished look.

Casement

An unobtrusive single lock lever simultaneously activates both locks.

The handle turns effortlessly and folds down neatly out of the way.

Infinity Casements and Awnings

incorporate effortless operation

and functionality with a multi-

point locking system.

EverWood®, the interior wood grain finish from

Infinity, is now available on Casement and Awning

screens.. Have the look of wood-framed screens that

are stained to match your interior trim without the

maintenance of wood!

*Easy wash® and Clear View® hinges are not available on Awning (top hinged) windows.
Clear view hinge availability is based on window width.
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Combining fluid

operation with a variety 

of configurations,

Infinity® from Marvin

Casement and Awning

windows are an easy

choice for your home.

Easy does it.
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A smooth operating space-saver
If your gliders don’t “glide” anymore or you have a space where a swinging

sash would be in the way, the Infinity ® Glider is the perfect solution. These

durable, energy-efficient windows operate smoothly and seal tightly against

air and water infiltration. Made with tough, dependable Ultrex® fiberglass

inside and out, our Gliders are virtually maintenance-free. You’ll also

appreciate the superior performance and energy efficiency provided by

standard LoE2 with argon insulating glass. Cleaning the glass is simple with

tilt latches that allow you to remove the operable sash for easy access.

The operating sash
slides effortlessly 

and can be removed
and reinstalled for easy

cleaning.

Triple-sash units are available with
operating sash on both ends.

This versatile Infinity® Glider 

is the ideal answer when 

you’re looking for simple

operation, energy efficiency 

and reliable performance.

Available in various operations

Choose left-operating 
or right-operating sash.

Glider

–
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"I was excited that the fiberglass exterior was so low
maintenance, and with the EverWood® stainable interior

they look absolutely beautiful. I know I made the right
decision with Infinity® Replacement Windows."

– Nancy A.

Lighten up.
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Style and Substance
A dramatic improvement to any living space – Infinity® Polygons are

shaped to the architecture of your home. Open views and abundant natural

light is achieved in a variety of styles from stand alone picture windows that

span up to 10 feet to geometric combinations that follow the slope of your

roof. Available in a variety of shapes including rectangles, pentagons,

trapezoid and triangles, Infinity Polygons bring back the design that defined

that special room in your home.

Polygon and
PictureWindows

Pentagon

Right
Triangle

Trapezoid

Triangle

Octagon Rectangle

Hexagon

Left
Triangle
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Shape up.
Brighten interior spaces

and accentuate your

home’s unique

characteristics with

Infinity® from Marvin

Polygons and Picture

Windows.
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Bow Window
The dramatic made simple
The Infinity® Bow offers an easy way to expand your views and open up a

room. The gentle curve can be created with four, five or six wide assemblies

of Casement windows. Head and seat boards are included in Bare Pine (or

optional Oak) to allow for staining or painting to match your home’s interior.

Enhance your home with 

the strength of Ultrex 

combined with the 

gentle curve of the 

Infinity® Bow. 

Four Wide Casement Bow Five Wide Casement Bow

Bare Pine (or optional Oak)
head and seat boards allow for

stain or paint to match the
interior of your home.

Six Wide Casement Bow
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"After we replaced our windows with Infinity®, our
utility bill was so low the utility company came by our

house because they were sure our meter was broken!"

– Randy & Lynn S.

Curve out.
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A refreshing retreat
Invite nature in – create interest and add drama to any room with the

simple combination of three windows set into the Infinity® Bay. Your home

will enjoy the low-maintenance interior and exterior while you enjoy the

expanded views. From a small sunlit area for plants to an expansive reading

nook, the Infinity® Bay can work into any area of your home with two angle

options of 30 and 45 degrees. Choose Double Hung or Casement windows

for your Bay with head and seat boards included.

Double Hung Bay 
with operator center unit

Casement Bay 
with picture center unit

The Infinity® Bay is the 

perfect addition to your 

home for increasing light

and dimension to any area.

Available in various configurations

Two angle options

Double Hung Bay 
with picture center unit

Bay Window

30º45º

Bare Pine (or optional Oak) head and seat boards allow for stain or
paint to match the interior of your home.
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Increasing character and

adding more daylight to

your home can be a simple

process and worry-free 

for years to come with

Infinity® from Marvin.

Breathe easy.



Footbolt provides
additional security
when the door is
locked or vented. 
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Doors to complete your vision
Add the finishing touch to your home with an Infinity Sliding Door.

Choose from the Sliding French Door, which features classic styling with

wide stiles and bottom rail or the Sliding Patio Door, which features a

narrower profile for a more contemporary appearance with a larger glass

area. Infinity doors feature full Ultrex® fiberglass construction for the

ultimate in durable, low maintenance performance and are available in a

variety of exterior color and finish options to complement Infinity windows.

Infinity
Sliding Doors

Low-maintenance fiberglass
or EverWood® interiors

Multi-point locking

Footbolt available for added
security and venting

Traditional appearance

SLIDING FRENCH DOOR

HARDWARE COLORS

TOP-HUNG SCREEN

SLIDING PATIO DOOR

White Sierra Brass PVD* Satin 
Nickel PVD*

Oil Rubbed 
Bronze PVD*

Our top-hung screens glide easy and
won't get hung up on dirt 
or pebbles in the sill track.

FOOTBOLT

*PVD finish provides maximum protection against tarnishing.

Satin 
Taupe

®

Narrow classic lines

Low-maintenance fiberglass
or EverWood interiors

Multi-point locking

Footbolt available for added
security and venting
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"With Infinity® from Marvin I got everything I
wanted...low maintenance fiberglass, easy

cleaning features, and even more daylight and
better views. I wish every decision was this easy." 

– Kathy B.

Open up.



Natural wood interior or 
pre-finished white

Adjustable hinges

Multi-point locking 

Traditional French appearance

INTEGRITY® INSWING
(pictured) or OUTSWING
FRENCH DOOR
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Doors to complete your vision
Bring the outdoors in with Swinging French Doors from Integrity. These

beautiful, highly durable doors feature the same Ultrex® fiberglass exterior as

Infinity® products and are available with either a pre-finished white or bare pine

interior.  A variety of sizes and configurations are available including Inswing

and Outswing options to best complement your home’s look and feel. Integrity

doors also feature a variety of options including exterior colors, several hardware

finishes and high-quality stainless steel multi-point locking system.

Integrity   
Swinging Doors

*PVD finish provides maximum protection against tarnishing.

®

EXTERIOR COLORS

Stone
White

Cashmere Pebble Gray Bronze Evergreen

Stainless steel
multi-point 

locking system 
seals the door in 
four locations—

head, sill, 
deadbolt, and 

keyed cylinder—
for stability and

security.

Available in White, 
Almond Frost, BrassPVD*, 
Satin NickelPVD* and 
Oil Rubbed BronzePVD*.

HARDWARE OPTIONS
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Open up.
Integrity® from Marvin

inswing and outswing

french doors feature an

Ultrex® exterior and make

a perfect complement to

Infinity windows.
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